
Energy costs and consumption are 
communicated by device type and tracked 

historically in an easy to read graph

The only automation system that factors in the 
weather along with historical performance to know the 
ideal time to activate heating, chilling or solar systems

Making informed decisions for a 
household budget puts the 

homeowner in control 

Smart temperature controls leverage predictive 
analytics to communicate the estimated time the 

pool or spa will reach your ideal temperature 

Our Ready by Time feature allows you to pick the 
desired time and temperature to have your 

poolside oasis ready, eliminating the guesswork 
associated with when to turn on your heater 

The system communicates the estimated costs 
per event, allowing you to cancel should it not 

align with your household budget 

Benefits for Homeowners

+



Sync your DMX pool and landscape lighting to 
your Spotify® playlist, having your lights in 
sync with the beat of your favorite music

Create your own colors and light intensity via a 
color wheel, granting you full access to the 

DMX light’s color palette 

Complete show mixing capabilities 
allow you to create the ideal 

atmosphere for your poolside oasis 

Our + Chemistry management and auto dosing 
capabilities will measure, record and react to 

the ongoing chemical needs of the pool

Smarter filtration cycles automatically 
determined based on the real time chemistry 

of the pool and weather forecasting 

Monitoring the amount of sanitizer and pH in a 
pool and dispensing chemicals to address any 

imbalances while increasing the speeds of VSP 
to prevent potential staining



Keep you water perfectly level with built in 
high and low water level sensing, recording and 

reacting

Leak detection alerts and historical reporting 
readily available on your mobile device, removing 

the need to manually monitor a status LED  

This integrated Water Leveling system is easy 
to remotely configure with a modern user 
interface via the Poolside Attendant app

Our Airbnb mode allows a homeowner to grant limited 
access to guests (or teens!) to avoid careless spending 

or misuse of water or fire features

The system can restrict a user’s profile to specific pool 
features as well as a maximum set point for heating 

events, along with a potential end date for 
access to cease  

Smart schedule reversion will put the system 
back on schedule at the conclusion of 

interrupting events, such as to use the spa  



A pool automation system designed to improve all aspects of the pool ownership 
experience.  Don’t be left behind with legacy automation. Experience real value 

with innovative features that speak to a homeowners needs.
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